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               2017-2018                                                                                                                      Grade 1 Go Math! Quarter 1 Planner                                                                                                                       11-13 Days                              
Chapter 1 Addition Concepts 

Big Idea: Students use models including physical objects, part-part-whole charts, and number lines to develop strategies for adding and subtracting whole numbers building on their previous work with smaller 
numbers.  In kindergarten, they worked with add to, put together, and take apart problem situations in which the answer (total or difference) was unknown.  In first grade, student continue to work with 
problems that exemplify these situations using numbers to 20.  Students also begin to work with new situations developing strategies in which the starting number or amount of change is unknown.  Finally, 
students begin to work with comparison problems that are different from previous situations in that they do not imply an action such as putting together or taking apart.  Developing an understanding of each 
situation takes time and should not be rushed.  Using concrete models and pictures helps student to consider the actions or meaning of the problem and relate the meaning to mathematical operations.  
Teaching key words does not help students to develop an understanding of these situations.  Rather, by using concrete models and drawing pictures, students can relate their actions to whether the situation 
calls for addition or subtraction.   
 
Students in first grade continue to explore and make sense out of number combinations to 20, beginning with extending counting strategies to a large range of numbers.  Students need experiences with 
physical counters and ten frames to develop conceptual understanding of strategies prior to drill and practice.  Provide a variety of experiences using concrete materials to help students: focus on 10 as a 
benchmark, identify the property when adding or subtracting 0, adding 1, adding doubles, adding doubles plus one, using the relationship between addition and subtraction, creating equivalent but easier or 
know sums, and decomposing a number leading to a ten.   
 
Adapted from The Common Core Math Companion (Gojak & Miles, 2015, pg. 34, 47). 
  
 

Professional Development Videos: Quarter 1 Fluency Resources:  
Use Structure to Write Addition Sentences  Fluency Resources in Go Math Building Fluency Through Number Talks: Dot Images 
Use Precision in Mathematical Language  Building Fluency Through Word Problems Building Fluency Through Number Talks: Rekenreks 
   Building Fluency Through Number Talks: Double Ten-Frames 
   Building Fluency Through Number Talks: Number Sentences 

 

Essential Question: How can you model adding within 10? 
Standards: 1.OA.1, 1.OA.3, 1.OA.6 

ELD Standards:  
      ELD.PI.1.1-Exchanging information/ideas via oral communication and conversations.                             ELD.PI.1.9- Expressing information and ideas in oral presentations. 
      ELD.PI.1.3-Offering opinions and negotiating with/persuading others.                                                        ELD.PI.1.11- Supporting opinions or justifying arguments and evaluating others’ opinions or arguments. 
      ELD.PI.1.5-Listening actively and asking/answering questions about what was heard.                             ELD.PI.1.12-Selecting and applying varied and precise vocabulary. 

Lesson 
Standards & 

Math 
Practices 

Essential Question Math Content and Strategies 
Models/Tools 

Go Math! Teacher 
Resources G1 

Connections 
(ENGAGE prior knowledge) Vocabulary Academic Language 

Support Journal 

1.1 Algebra • Use 
Pictures to Add 
to 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do pictures show 
adding to? 

Children begin their work with addition at the 
pictorial level.  To reinforce the concept of 
“adding to”, children count the number of 
animals in one group and count how many 
more have been added to the group.  
Children then write how many. 

Any manipulative 
(linking cube, 
shapes, bears, 
etc.) 

Draw a picture of 2 flowers. Ask: How 
many flowers are there? How do you 
know how many there are?  
Draw 3 more flowers. Ask students 
how many flowers there are all 
together? How does the picture help 
you solve the problem? 

Add to, 
__more 

ELD Standards 
• ELD Standards 
• ELA/ELD Framework 
• ELPD Framework 

Use pictures and numbers 
to show 4 dogs and 1 more 
dog.  Then write how many 
dogs there are. 

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2012/na/common/gomath_pd_videos_9780547893204_/video_player/global_video.html?b=propodcastvids&t=Segment%202:%20Use%20Structure%20to%20Write%20Addition%20Sentences%20for%208&flv=Segments/Use_Structure_to_Write_Addition_Sentences_for_8
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=o%2bPGCP3S7mo%2fmeY2wkeztZzq4BqYdzNJv%2ber0XFxzxI%3d&docid=2_1ee14ad2a21fe44c686f3a3cad38dd740&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=JY31aycPZD6HR6R4JDyqZ9qCuQ0h2%2fE8dfeyvmqdjh8%3d&docid=2_0c081a7790f584595afc1f2747e859490&rev=1
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2012/na/common/gomath_pd_videos_9780547893204_/video_player/global_video.html?b=propodcastvids&t=Segment%204:%20Use%20Precision%20in%20Mathematical%20Language&flv=Segments/Use_Precision_in_Mathematical_Language
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=TV7xpz4NTvWn330y5IMvnSOMl18sQ3mRWPgT5FlyfVY%3d&docid=2_00abba5cdab554255b0a352f31266764b&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=WVsU7yyWoqaUUUhr8pYCdLj3YbgdqiukbA8E4%2bEeZi4%3d&docid=2_04f6821bfab6f4b8f8f1d0ace9d5855a5&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=9aGlXD%2b1lrLuN0A8qbZOLUEQwlvAX8tOnAwc%2bXJSD00%3d&docid=2_00fa9aade6e874896bbf3475b94f0f7c3&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=j9Vw%2fW91oVZOStSlMRriAleJkZ1DW0jf1f6zsl%2fRtGo%3d&docid=2_027006329c3d14f55867bd55895a38104&rev=1
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/teacher_resource_book_9780544245648_/pdf/TRB_gr1.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/teacher_resource_book_9780544245648_/pdf/TRB_gr1.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP5/
http://www.cde.ca.gov/sp/el/er/documents/eldstndspublication14.pdf
http://www.cde.ca.gov/ci/rl/cf/elaeldfrmwrksbeadopted.asp
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=DOlj%2bpxOjB%2ftlrE9Tpb3UJmZGynJxNKrHmMnYS%2fysdk%3d&docid=2_0a8107edececc4f5aaddfe339acf4df4f&rev=1
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Situation Table • ELL Math Instruction 
Framework 

Access Strategies 
• Organizing Learning for 

Student Access to 
Challenging Content 

• Student Engagement 
Strategies 

• Problem Solving Steps 
and Approaches 

 
Equitable Talk 
• Accountable Talk Simply 

Stated 
• Equitable Talk 

Conversation Prompts 
• Accountable Talk Posters 
• Five Talk Moves 

Bookmark  
• Effective Math Talks 
 
Cooperative Learning 
• Cooperative Learning 

Role Cards 
• Collaborative Learning 

Table Mats 
• Seating Chart Suggestions 
 
Vocabulary Strategy 
Scaffold language by using 
sentence frames to assist 
students in oral discussions 
and writing in their 
journals. 
 
When I add objects, I ____. 
Addition means ______. 
 
My picture represents 
_____. 
 

1.2 Hands On • 
Model Adding 
to 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do you model 
adding to a group? 

There are three types of addition situations: 
adding to, putting together, and comparing.  
The focus of this lesson is on “adding to” 
situations in which the result is not known.  
To model these situations, children will add 
one group of objects to another group to find 
how many. Each time they add to a group, 
some kind of action occurs.   

Addition Sentence 
Mat;  
 
Unifix cubes or 
counters 

Write: 4 + 5 = 9 on the board.  
 
Have students draw a picture to 
illustrate the number sentence.  
Allow students to display and explain 
their picture and tell their story.  The 
other students can use their number 
line and/or linking cubes to model 
the problem. 
Situation Table 

Addition 
sentence 
 
Is equal to = 
 
Plus + 
 
Sum 

Use cubes to show how to 
add 1 turtle to 5 turtles.  
Draw/Color the cubes and 
give the sum. 

1.3 Hands On • 
Model Putting 
Together 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do you model 
putting together? 

The process of modeling a problem two ways-
first with counters and then with drawing the 
counters-before writing the number helps 
build a strong conceptual understanding of 
addition.   

CPA Mat 
 
Counters (easy for 
students to draw 
circles);  
 
 

Have students develop stories that 
involve “putting together” and/or 
“adding to” situations.  Then ask 
students to discuss the following: 
How are they similar? How are they 
different? 
 
Example: Erin collects 6 rocks. Shon 
gave her 2 more. How many rocks 
does Erin have now? 
 
How do you know a story is about 
addition? 
Situation Table 

Add, Addend Write your own addition 
problem. Draw counters to 
help you solve. 

1.4 Problem Solving 
• Model 
Addition 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do you solve 
addition problems by 
making a model? 

The bar model is a powerful tool for 
representing addition and subtraction 
problem situations with an unknown, or 
missing, number.  Bar models are useful tools 
for helping children gain an understanding of 
basic algebraic principles.   

Part-Part-Total  Have students solve these 2 
problems and discuss their 
answers/representations: 
 
There are 3 girls playing soccer. Then 
2 boys join them. How many children 
are playing soccer? 
 
There are 7 baseball bats in a box. 3 
are blue and the rest are red. How 
many bats are red? 

Add, Addend Write a problem that has 
two parts (addends).  Then 
solve it by finding the sum. 

1.5 Algebra • Add 
Zero 

1.OA.3 
MP 7 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 40 

What happens when 
you add 0 to a 
number? 

In this lesson, children explore the Additive 
Identity Property, which says that any number 
plus zero equals the number.  Working in 
problem contexts and using manipulatives, 
pictures, and symbols, children learn that 
when zero is added to a number-or when a 
number is added to zero-the sum is that 
number. This is a powerful algebraic idea.   

Addition Sentence 
Mat; 
 
Part-Part-Total  

Ask students what does zero mean? 
What happens when you add zero to 
a number? Does it matter if the first 
or second addend is a zero? 
 
Solve: There are 3 sheep on the farm. 
2 more sheep join. How many sheep 
are there all together? 
 

Zero Use pictures and write a 
number sentence to show 
8 + 0. 

http://achievethecore.org/page/932/situation-types-for-operations-in-word-problems
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=Rj62n10TRFXhETuiAbI5CzmFiFEbT1vNDL1I9n%2fpZbQ%3d&docid=2_0ae617ef7e6bb4cbfa600ea61e1e44ff2&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=Rj62n10TRFXhETuiAbI5CzmFiFEbT1vNDL1I9n%2fpZbQ%3d&docid=2_0ae617ef7e6bb4cbfa600ea61e1e44ff2&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=D5jffmSfxlz0nHE4LZ9MMYbLNdNVVnGAbIP0%2fGhiX4A%3d&docid=2_03f83147cf3da4bc48a3cf4dd371bfcdc&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=D5jffmSfxlz0nHE4LZ9MMYbLNdNVVnGAbIP0%2fGhiX4A%3d&docid=2_03f83147cf3da4bc48a3cf4dd371bfcdc&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=D5jffmSfxlz0nHE4LZ9MMYbLNdNVVnGAbIP0%2fGhiX4A%3d&docid=2_03f83147cf3da4bc48a3cf4dd371bfcdc&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=FwltFMevLi%2fhoklFQlE4JK0zPOO1zv0h0iyfa5t9b%2bQ%3d&docid=2_08875b15f98884930b7d3fd59b0f1f276&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=FwltFMevLi%2fhoklFQlE4JK0zPOO1zv0h0iyfa5t9b%2bQ%3d&docid=2_08875b15f98884930b7d3fd59b0f1f276&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=iPouUI8cdWOPSjwCCLdOFqvxCqjuZLZgtroHDELGObQ%3d&docid=2_088961203fbca44d2be4d4912101e0d48&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=iPouUI8cdWOPSjwCCLdOFqvxCqjuZLZgtroHDELGObQ%3d&docid=2_088961203fbca44d2be4d4912101e0d48&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=hhBG%2b34fMpGw4rz1u6Vi99JE9bzdOWUMWq7cvPFyc4Q%3d&docid=2_0efdc66fe3e6b42758fbf967a87eb87aa&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=hhBG%2b34fMpGw4rz1u6Vi99JE9bzdOWUMWq7cvPFyc4Q%3d&docid=2_0efdc66fe3e6b42758fbf967a87eb87aa&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=LV%2byihTCv3qVN6DAhRkuhmSsxjmqoXBRJzqgxPqtJBA%3d&docid=2_0e199f0e3fd9c4115abd9471f3d0d25ed&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=LV%2byihTCv3qVN6DAhRkuhmSsxjmqoXBRJzqgxPqtJBA%3d&docid=2_0e199f0e3fd9c4115abd9471f3d0d25ed&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=q37Cwv%2feRFt0ZgcLo1hIKJRAps7pAF2LzeDqudsjXvU%3d&docid=2_04117280d528a43f58682a56c66d08e71&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=j7DjsExLnOthFDl4Yzn1ePN8Pc%2fSQTFNOsCwoiREv0o%3d&docid=2_0d56657f427ad42699babcbd627ea83e0&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=j7DjsExLnOthFDl4Yzn1ePN8Pc%2fSQTFNOsCwoiREv0o%3d&docid=2_0d56657f427ad42699babcbd627ea83e0&rev=1
http://minds-in-bloom.com/2015/08/getting-started-with-effective-ma.html
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=5tiVx40pi6KQU4DZYlFAqvLOn0xDoF4qfei0YJChqkk%3d&docid=2_007f5cdcab1484e4196f89bd3eaaff15e&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=5tiVx40pi6KQU4DZYlFAqvLOn0xDoF4qfei0YJChqkk%3d&docid=2_007f5cdcab1484e4196f89bd3eaaff15e&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=7f%2fNt74%2b2XiCNbyguoGyiFSrWHoi6a%2boSa1Nb3mnQpg%3d&docid=2_065d2a820e3b64218b9311bd16ad9b3a5&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=7f%2fNt74%2b2XiCNbyguoGyiFSrWHoi6a%2boSa1Nb3mnQpg%3d&docid=2_065d2a820e3b64218b9311bd16ad9b3a5&rev=1
https://fusd.sharepoint.com/sites/2016-17mathteam/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=Lb8xYip1BMMqftveJ3GF%2beDw4tLCtvSNKa2871uzc0k%3d&docid=2_04a7e70781b6c408aa9df7b7d68288622&rev=1
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP5/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=O1YsixthCL2LxwDZd8cK%2f4pLCYLZRjL9HFpsYJj%2fkJI%3d&docid=0474082ce9f654e8e9fc538292cb387ee
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=O1YsixthCL2LxwDZd8cK%2f4pLCYLZRjL9HFpsYJj%2fkJI%3d&docid=0474082ce9f654e8e9fc538292cb387ee
http://achievethecore.org/page/932/situation-types-for-operations-in-word-problems
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP5/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=F6tvWpXuYe5%2bQ69igRc%2fVMGtQjsXDkcxjDKzAVASMMs%3d&docid=05e20ecfa98894a27b0c412ca58eb4ba8
http://achievethecore.org/page/932/situation-types-for-operations-in-word-problems
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP5/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP8/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=O1YsixthCL2LxwDZd8cK%2f4pLCYLZRjL9HFpsYJj%2fkJI%3d&docid=0474082ce9f654e8e9fc538292cb387ee
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=O1YsixthCL2LxwDZd8cK%2f4pLCYLZRjL9HFpsYJj%2fkJI%3d&docid=0474082ce9f654e8e9fc538292cb387ee
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
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There are 3 sheep on the farm. 1 
more sheep join. How many sheep 
are there now? 
 
There are 3 sheep on the farm. 0 
sheep join. How many sheep are 
there? 

One addend is ____, the 2nd 
addend is ____ and my sum 
is ____. 
 
I know my addition 
sentence makes sense 
because ____. 
 
Make it a common practice 
to surface math vocabulary 
(orally and written) when 
students are explaining 
their strategies for solving 
math problems. Have a key 
vocabulary list to support 
students’ use of math 
vocabulary in their oral and 
written responses. 

 
 
Model and Discuss 
Allow time for students to 
discuss math solutions with 
partners and small groups.  
 
 
 
Counting On 

 
Modeling the problem with 
manipulatives reinforces 
the counting on process. 
 
The Additive Identity 
Property 

 
The Commutative Property 

 
Using A Bar Model 

1.6 Hands On • Add 
in Any Order 

1.OA.3 
MP 7 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 40 

Why can you add 
addends in any order? 

In this lesson, children explore the 
Commutative Property of Addition, which 
says that the order of the addends does not 
affect the sum.  Children begin with modeling 
with cubes and two color counters to 
represent a sum. 

Unifix cubes 
 
Addition Sentence 
Mat 
 
What Makes 10 
 

Use unifix cubes and ask students to 
model the following problems:  
 
April has 3 carrots. Jack has 4. How 
many do they have altogether? How 
do you know? 
What if April now has 4 carrots and 
Jack has 3? How many do they have? 
Make connections between the two. 

Addends, 
Order 

Use pictures and numbers 
to show how to add 3 + 1 in 
any order. 

1.7 Hands On •Put 
Together 
Numbers to 10 

1.OA.1 
MP 4 
MP 7 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How can you show all 
the ways to make a 
number? 

Children apply what they know about 
addition to solve everyday problems.  They 
visualize or use tools such as connection 
cubes, two-color counters, and drawings.  
Children use these models to create 
mathematical representations.   

Unifix cubes (2 
colors); 
Red/Yellow 
counters 

How many ways can you make 8? 9? 
Use unifix cubes to show the addition 
facts. 

Addition 
sentences 
 
Ways to 
make 

Use pictures and numbers 
to show all the ways to 
make 6? 

1.8 Addition to 10 1.OA.6 
MP 6 
MP 7 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 
 
 
 

Why are some 
addition facts easy to 
add? 
 
 
 

Addition and subtraction can be written 
“across” and “up and down”.  Children learn 
that the one thing that changes is the way in 
which the problem is written.   
 

Counters, Story 
Boards, Linker 
Cubes 

Student solve: I had 8 crayons. Then 
my friend gave me 2 more. How 
many crayons do I have all together?  
 
Ask: How did you show your work? 
How did you get your answer? 

Addends, 
Sum, 
Addition 
problem 

Use pictures and numbers 
to solve 7+2. 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP8/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=O1YsixthCL2LxwDZd8cK%2f4pLCYLZRjL9HFpsYJj%2fkJI%3d&docid=0474082ce9f654e8e9fc538292cb387ee
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=O1YsixthCL2LxwDZd8cK%2f4pLCYLZRjL9HFpsYJj%2fkJI%3d&docid=0474082ce9f654e8e9fc538292cb387ee
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=EzRbjOfP4zyODPStR6R3z4zXbbT%2fGU5DmpmeDEUZEOc%3d&docid=0490b590ae9ca433eb9303b806b2af9eb
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP7/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP8/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP7/
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Assessments:   
Go Math Prerequisite Skills Inventory  
Go Math Chapter 1 Test 
Go Math Chapter 1 Performance Task Beth’s Kittens 
Portfolio Assessment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/assessment_guide_se_9780544446427_/pdf/PSI.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/assessment_guide_se_9780544446427_/pdf/chapter1_test.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/assessment_guide_se_9780544446427_/pdf/chapter1_performancetask.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/assessment_guide_se_9780544446427_/pdf/Portfolio_Assessment.pdf
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               2017-2018                                                                                                                         Grade 1 Go Math! Quarter 1 Planner                                                                                                                         12-14 Days                             
Chapter 2 Subtraction Concepts 

Big Idea: Developing understanding of addition and subtraction; and using strategies for addition and subtraction within 20.  This chapter begins to introduce students to various strategies for addition and 
subtraction.  For 1.OA.6, students are asked to practice the following strategies to build fluency: counting on, making ten (8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 14), decomposing a number leading to a ten (13 – 4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 9), 
using the relationship between addition and subtraction (fact families: 8 + 4 = 12, so 12 – 4 = 8), and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (doubles/doubles +plus 1: 6 + 7 = 6 + 6 + 1 = 12 + 1 = 13 or 
doubles minus 1: 8 + 7 = 8 + 8 – 1 = 16 -1 = 15).  Using concrete models and pictures help students to consider the actions or meaning of the problem and relate that meaning to mathematical operations.  
Students will extend their knowledge and strategies when asked to add/subtract 3 addends.  Having students contextualize number sentences into word problems and/or decontextualize word problems into 
number sentences will help students gain a deeper understanding of addition and subtraction and learn how to apply it in real-world contexts.  Students will soon learn to apply these basic strategies along with 
place value to larger numbers.  They begin to determine which strategies are more efficient and effective for various problems. 
 
Adapted from the CCSS Progressions OA K-5, pg. 9, 12-17. 
 
Professional Development Videos:                                                                                                                                                                      
Use Counters to Represent an Abstract Situation Symbolically 
 
 
Essential Question: How can you subtract numbers from 10 or less? 
Standards: 1.OA.1, 1.OA.6, 1.OA.8 
ELD Standards:  
      ELD.PI.1.1-Exchanging information/ideas via oral communication and conversations.                             ELD.PI.1.9- Expressing information and ideas in oral presentations. 
      ELD.PI.1.3-Offering opinions and negotiating with/persuading others.                                                        ELD.PI.1.11- Supporting opinions or justifying arguments and evaluating others’ opinions or arguments. 
      ELD.PI.1.5-Listening actively and asking/answering questions about what was heard.                             ELD.PI.1.12-Selecting and applying varied and precise vocabulary. 

Lesson 
Standards & 

Math 
Practices 

Essential Question Math Content and Strategies 
Models/Tools 

Go Math! Teacher 
Resources G1 

Connections 
(ENGAGE prior knowledge) Vocabulary Academic Language 

Support Journal 

2.1 Use Pictures to 
Show Taking 
From 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 2 
MP 4 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How can you show 
taking from with 
pictures? 

When children use pictures to represent “taking 
from” situations, be sure they understand that 
the picture represents the whole.  Direct 
children’s attention to the pictures “moving 
away” from the group to explain how that is the 
part being taken from the group.   

Drawings 
Unifix cubes, 
counters 

Ask students to solve this addition 
problem: There are 5 cats drinking milk. 
2 cats join. How many cats are drinking 
milk?  
 
If there are 6 cats drinking milk, what 
happens when 2 cats are finished 
drinking milk? How do we show that 
with pictures, numbers, and words? 

Taking from, 
whole group, 
away, fewer 

Vocabulary Strategy 
 

 
 
Model and Discuss 

 

 

Draw a picture to 
show the problem.  
There are 9 turtles.  3 
turtles walk away.  
How many turtles are 
there now? 

2.2 Hands On • 
Model Taking 
From 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 2 
MP 4 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do you model 
taking from a 
group? 

Concrete models such as counters or connecting 
cubes, are good models to show subtraction 
because they can be used to represent the 
movement in taking from problem situations. 

Unifix cubes, 
Red/Yellow 
counters (1 color 
can represent the 
amount that was 
removed from the 
group) 

Have students start with 9 linking cubes, 
take 1 away(9-1), then 2 away(9-2), and 
so on. On a table, record what you are 
starting with, how many you take away, 
and how many cubes you have left.  
Have students discuss the pattern they 
see.  You can add another column to 

minus, 
difference, 
subtraction 
sentence 

Use pictures and 
numbers to model 9-
2. 

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2012/na/common/gomath_pd_videos_9780547893204_/video_player/global_video.html?b=propodcastvids&t=Segment%203:%20Use%20Counters%20to%20Represent%20an%20Abstract%20Situation%20Symbolically&flv=Segments/Use_Counters_to_Represent_an_Abstract_Situation_Symbolically
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/teacher_resource_book_9780544245648_/pdf/TRB_gr1.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/teacher_resource_book_9780544245648_/pdf/TRB_gr1.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
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include the subtraction sentence that 
would be used to describe what 
happened. 

 
Using Bar Models 

 
 
Using Comparison 
Subtraction Bar Models 

 
 
Using a Cube Train Model 

 
 
Vertical vs Horizontal 
Format 

 
 
Literature Connection 

 

2.3 Hands On • 
Model Taking 
Apart 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do you model 
taking apart? 

Two-color counters are a helpful tool in modeling 
taking-apart situations because students can 
easily turn over the counters to see the red and 
yellow parts.   

Part-Part-Total 
Template 
Counters 

Show students 8 unifix cubes. Ask them 
what happens if some are taken away? 
Take away 3 cubes. Ask students how 
many you are left with. Write the 
subtraction sentence together to 
represent the problem. Practice with a 
few more subtraction facts to 8. 

subtract, how 
many, take 
apart 

Use pictures and 
numbers to model 8-
3.  What’s another 
way you could write 
this number 
sentence? (Answer: 3 
+ 5 = 8).   

2.4 Problem Solving 
• Model 
Subtraction 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How do you solve 
subtraction 
problems by 
making a model? 

The bar model for subtraction used in this lesson 
represents the type of subtraction situations 
children are solving-taking from and taking apart.  
It is the same model children used in Chapter 1 
with adding to and putting together situations.  
This model is sometimes referred to as the part-
part-whole model.  These components-the parts 
and the whole-are also in subtraction situations 
in which the whole and one part are given and 
the other part is to be found. 

Part-Part-Total 
Template 
 
Counters 

Have students solve the following 
problem: There are 7 children playing on 
the playground. Some of the children go 
home. 2 children are still playing. How 
many children went home? 
 
Use different representations and have 
students explain their thinking to solve 
this missing addend problem. 

Part, whole, 
number, take 
from, take 
apart, 
unknown 
addend 

Choose a model from 
one of the problems 
you solved today. 
Write a new 
subtraction problem 
to match. 

2.5 Use Pictures and 
Subtraction to 
Compare 

1.OA.8 
MP 1 
MP 2 
MP 4 
 
Companion 
Pg. 50 

How can you use 
pictures to 
compare and 
subtract? 

Help children recognize comparison subtraction 
in our everyday lives by setting informal tasks 
throughout the day that require some sort of 
comparison. 

Comparison  
Template 
Counters 

 

7 2 
9 

 
Have students write their own story to 
match this model.  Encourage addition 
and subtraction situations. 

Compare, 
fewer, more 

You have 7 squirrels 
and 2 logs.   
How many more 
squirrels than logs do 
you have? 
How many fewer logs 
do I have? 

2.6 Hands On • 
Subtract to 
Compare 

1.OA.1 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 6 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How can you use 
models to 
compare and 
subtract? 

Comparison situations differ from taking from 
and taking apart situations in that they involve 
only two discrete quantities that are not parts of 
a whole or related in that way.  The two 
quantities are compared to find which is greater 
or less. In some comparison problems, you may 
know one quantity and how it compares to an 
unknown quantity.  By subtracting the difference 
from the known quantity, you find the other 
quantity. 

Comparison  
Template 
Counters 

Jill has 8 stickers. Jill has 5 more stickers 
than Derek.  How many stickers does 
Derek have? 
 
How can I compare this problem? How 
can I write this as a subtraction 
sentence?  An addition sentence? 

Compare, bar 
model, fewer, 
how many 
more than 

Jennifer has 3 
pennies.  Brad has 9 
pennies.  How many 
fewer pennies does 
Jennifer have than 
Brad? 
Write an addition and 
subtraction sentence. 

2.7 Subtract All or 
Zero 

1.OA.8 
MP 3 
MP 4 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 50 

What happens 
when you subtract 
0 from a number? 

In this lesson, children practice subtracting zero.  
They also subtract all to find the difference of 
zero. The principles of subtract all or subtract 
none apply to numbers of any size. 

Part-Part-Total 
Template 
Counters, or Unifix 
cubes, or small 
objects 

Discuss the concept of subtracting all 
and subtracting none.  Show how these 
concepts can be applied across large or 
small numbers (regardless of the size of 
number). 
Write the number 73 on the board, 
discuss what the answer is if I subtract 
all.  Discuss what the answer would be if 
I subtracted none.   

Subtract all, 
Subtract none 

Use pictures and 
numbers to show 5-0.  
Use pictures and 
numbers to show 5-5. 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP5/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP5/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP2/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=73AXmbauQx166B%2bLwEfBeeabXD27yUiiFZsBpYpX%2fbY%3d&docid=04c732fe403244a4fa0fae83ad2cf5b7f
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=73AXmbauQx166B%2bLwEfBeeabXD27yUiiFZsBpYpX%2fbY%3d&docid=04c732fe403244a4fa0fae83ad2cf5b7f
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP6/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=73AXmbauQx166B%2bLwEfBeeabXD27yUiiFZsBpYpX%2fbY%3d&docid=04c732fe403244a4fa0fae83ad2cf5b7f
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=73AXmbauQx166B%2bLwEfBeeabXD27yUiiFZsBpYpX%2fbY%3d&docid=04c732fe403244a4fa0fae83ad2cf5b7f
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/D/8/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP8/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=utUI6Joh%2bqUCZ%2f3pg5ehPWBmtwseiiAKwCRoOu%2b7EkA%3d&docid=0b55569bddb4e4876bed4f220e303a83b
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2.8 Hands On: 
Algebra • Take 
Apart Numbers 

1.OA.1 
MP 3 
MP 4 
MP 7 
 
Companion 
Pg. 36 

How can you show 
all the ways to 
take apart a 
number? 

In this lesson, children break a cube train into two 
parts as they model all the ways to subtract from 
a given number.   

Linking Cubes 
Template 
 
Unifix cubes 
 

Have students hold up the number 5 on 
their hands. Ask them to show a 
different combination that would also 
make 5 using their fingers. Etc… 
 
Now ask how can we show 5-1 with our 
hands? 5-2? Etc… 

Subtraction 
sentence, 
take apart 

 

 

 
 

Use pictures and 
numbers to show all 
the ways to take 
apart 8. 

2.9 Subtraction 
from 10 or Less 

1.OA.6 
MP 4 
MP 6 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

Why are some 
subtraction facts 
easy to subtract? 

Subtraction in a vertical format is introduced in 
this lesson. As with addition, children should 
understand that it does not matter if the 
subtraction sentence is written horizontally or 
vertically; the operation itself does not change.  
As children gain familiarity using the vertical 
format, they also build fluency with subtraction 
facts within 10. 

Counters  As a class, write all the possible addition 
sentences to 10.  Then using 10 cubes, 
have students subtract 1, subtract 2, etc.  
Have students compare their addition 
and subtraction sentences. 
 
How are the addition and subtraction 
sentences the same? How are they 
different? How does using the cubes 
help compare the addition and 
subtraction sentences? 

Subtraction 
problem, 
subtraction 
sentences, 
how many 
are left 

Find 10-3.  Write the 
subtraction fact two 
ways. 

Assessments: 
Go Math Chapter 2 Test 
Go Math Chapter 2 Performance Task: Who’s Still Here? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/A/1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP7/
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=alHwOJSbMNuAuou0zMGhhVtugkJ8vOaf5bEoAxnXgTM%3d&docid=09aeaf27044dc4b7eaaedfcbf3e04fb01
https://fusd-my.sharepoint.com/personal/autumn_bell_fresnounified_org/_layouts/15/guestaccess.aspx?guestaccesstoken=alHwOJSbMNuAuou0zMGhhVtugkJ8vOaf5bEoAxnXgTM%3d&docid=09aeaf27044dc4b7eaaedfcbf3e04fb01
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP8/
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/assessment_guide_se_9780544446427_/pdf/chapter2_test.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/assessment_guide_se_9780544446427_/pdf/chapter2_performancetask.pdf
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               2017-2018                                                                                                                      Grade 1 Go Math! Quarter 1 Planner                                                                                                                       14-16 Days                      
Chapter 3 Addition Strategies 

Big Idea: Developing understanding of addition, subtraction, and strategies for addition and subtraction within 20.  This chapter begins to introduce students to these various strategies.  In 1.OA.6, students 
are to practice the following strategies to build fluency: counting on, making ten (8 + 6 = 8 + 2 + 4 = 14), decomposing a number leading to a ten (13 – 4 = 13 – 3 – 1 = 9), using the relationship between 
addition and subtraction (fact families: 8 + 4 = 12, so 12 – 4 = 8), and creating equivalent but easier or known sums (doubles/doubles +plus 1: 6 + 7 = 6 + 6 = 12 + 1 = 13 or doubles minus 1: 8 + 7 = 8 + 8 = 16 -
1 = 15).  Using concrete model and pictures helps students to consider the actions or meaning of the problem and relate that meaning to mathematical operations.  Students will extend their knowledge and 
strategies when asked to add/subtract 3 addends.  Having students contextualize number sentences into word problems and/or decontextualize word problems into number sentences will help students gain 
a deeper understanding of addition and subtraction and how to apply it in real-world context.  “Mastery of a basic fact means that a child can give a quick response (in about 3 seconds) without resorting to 
non-efficient means, such as counting on” –Van De Walle, 2004.  Students will apply these basic strategies along with place value to larger numbers.  They begin to determine which strategies are more 
efficient and effective for various problems. 
 
Adapted from Go Math: Teaching for Depth, pg. 93E. 
 
Professional Development Videos:  
Use Structure to Write Addition Sentences 
Use Precision in Mathematical Language 
 
Essential Question: How do you solve addition problems? 
Standards: 1.OA.2, 1.OA.3, 1.OA.5, 1.OA.6 
ELD Standards:  
      ELD.PI.1.1-Exchanging information/ideas via oral communication and conversations.                          ELD.PI.1.9- Expressing information and ideas in oral presentations. 
      ELD.PI.1.3-Offering opinions and negotiating with/persuading others.                                                     ELD.PI.1.11- Supporting opinions or justifying arguments and evaluating others’ opinions or arguments. 
      ELD.PI.1.5-Listening actively and asking/answering questions about what was heard.                          ELD.PI.1.12-Selecting and applying varied and precise vocabulary. 

Lesson 
Standards & 

Math 
Practices 

Essential Question Math Content and Strategies 
Model/Tool 

Go Math! Teacher 
Resources G1 

Connections 
(ENGAGE prior knowledge) Vocabulary Academic Language 

Support Journal 

3.1 Algebra • Add 
in Any Order 

1.OA.3 
MP 1 
MP 4 
MP 6 
 
Companion 
Pg. 40 

What happens if 
you change the 
order of the 
addends when you 
add? 

In this lesson, children revisit the Commutative 
Property of Addition to reinforce the concept that 
changing the order of two addends does not 
change the sum. This algebraic principle can help 
children become fluent with basic addition facts.  
The Commutative Property will also help to 
simplify calculations.   

Counters or  
Unifix cubes (2 
different colors) 

If Adam knows 4 + 7 = 11, what 
other addition fact does he know?  
Using manipulatives or drawings to 
justify and explain your thinking. 

Change the order 
of addends, 
addition 
sentences 

Vocabulary Strategy 

 
 
Model and Discuss 
Doubles and Doubles Plus 
and Minus 1 

How many ways can 
we make 13? 
(Focusing on students 
stating 9 + 4, 4 + 9, 6 + 
7, 7 + 6, etc. 

3.2 Count On 1.OA.5 
MP 1 
MP 6 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 45 

How do you count 
on 1, 2, 3? 

Counting on from a certain number is the same as 
adding to that number.  Counting on from the 
greater addends is a helpful strategy that can 
foster mental math skills.   

Counters, unifix 
cubes, drawings 

Terry added 3 and 7.  He got the 
sum of 9.  His answer is not 
correct.  Describe how Terry can 
find the correct sum. 

Count on, greater 
addend, sum, 
counting on_ 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
can find 9 + 3 by 
counting on.   

https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2012/na/common/gomath_pd_videos_9780547893204_/video_player/global_video.html?b=propodcastvids&t=Segment%202:%20Use%20Structure%20to%20Write%20Addition%20Sentences%20for%208&flv=Segments/Use_Structure_to_Write_Addition_Sentences_for_8
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2012/na/common/gomath_pd_videos_9780547893204_/video_player/global_video.html?b=propodcastvids&t=Segment%204:%20Use%20Precision%20in%20Mathematical%20Language&flv=Segments/Use_Precision_in_Mathematical_Language
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/teacher_resource_book_9780544245648_/pdf/TRB_gr1.pdf
https://www-k6.thinkcentral.com/content/hsp/math/gomath2015/ca/gr1/teacher_resource_book_9780544245648_/pdf/TRB_gr1.pdf
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/B/3/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP4/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Content/1/OA/C/5/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP1/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP6/
http://www.corestandards.org/Math/Practice/MP8/
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3.3 Hands On • 
Add Doubles 

1.OA.6 
MP 5 
MP 7 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

What are doubles 
facts? 

Children should move beyond counting to develop 
efficient strategies for addition.  Research shows 
that many children remember doubles facts more 
easily than other facts with sums within 20.  It is 
important for children to be able to identify 
doubles facts and to develop quick recall of their 
sums.   

Unifix cubes Write the following on the board 
out of order: 5 + 5, 6 + 6, 7 + 7, 8 + 
8, 9 + 9. Ask students to rearrange 
the number sentences to show a 
pattern. Have them describe their 
patterns and justify their thinking 
as a small group to other small 
groups or whole class. 

Doubles, sum 

 
Counting On 

 
 
Making a Ten 

 
 
Literature Connection 

 

 

 
 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
could find the sum of 
7 + 7. 

3.4 Hands On • 
Use Doubles 
to Add 

1.OA.6 
MP 1 
MP 5 
MP 7 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

How can you use 
doubles to help 
you add? 

In this lesson, children learn a new strategy that 
builds upon what they have learned by creating 
equivalent but known sums using doubles.  Some 
children may know some of the facts in this lesson 
already, but it is still important for them to be 
familiar with the strategy of using doubles.   

Unifix cubes, 
counters 

What are doubles? Is 3+2 a 
double? Is 3+3 a double? Why or 
why not…have students explain 
their thinking with a partner. What 
other doubles do you know? Have 
students write them on 
whiteboards and share different 
representations.  

Decompose, 
doubles fact, 
missing sums 

Draw and label a 
picture to show how 
knowing 7 + 7 helps 
you find 7 + 8. 

3.5 Hands On • 
Doubles Plus 
1 and 
Doubles 
Minus 1 

1.OA.6 
MP 6 
MP 7 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

How can you use 
what you know 
about doubles to 
find other sums? 

Fact strategies such as doubles plus 1 and doubles 
minus 1 help develop reasoning skills in young 
learners.  Teaching fact strategies explicitly helps 
children recognize patterns within number 
relationships and make connections between the 
strategies.   

2 colors of unifix 
cubes, or 
red/yellow 
counters. 

What number is 1 more than 7? 
What number is 1 less than 7? Use 
unifix cubes for a visual 
representation. Have students 
solve 8+9 on their whiteboards or 
in a journal. Ask: How does using 
doubles help us solve this 
problem?  

Doubles minus 1, 
Doubles plus 1 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
would use doubles 
plus one to solve 4 + 
5. 
 
Which two doubles 
facts could you use to 
solve 7 + 8? (Answer: 
7 + 7 (+1) or 8 + 8 (-1). 

3.6 Practice the 
Strategies 

1.OA.6 
MP 3 
MP 7 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

What strategies 
can you use to 
solve addition fact 
problems? 

In this lesson, children analyze addition facts to 
select appropriate solution strategies.  Some 
children may find memorization easy and resist 
explaining their strategies.  Selecting a solution 
strategy requires that children analyze the 
relationship between the addends, and use that 
information to make a choice.   

Unifix cubes, or, 
Counters, etc. 
 
Addition Sentence 
Mat 
 

With unifix cubes have students 
show a double plus one fact, a 
double minus one fact. Ask: How 
does using doubles help when 
adding and subtracting?  

Count on, 
Doubles, Doubles 
+/-1 
 

Use pictures or words 
to explain two 
strategies to solve 8 + 
9. 

3.7 Hands On • 
Add 10 and 
More 

1.OA.6 
MP 2 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

How can you use a 
ten frame to add 
10 and some 
more? 

The ten frame introduced in this lesson helps 
children keep track when counting 10 or more 
objects and helps reinforce the idea of grouping 10 
and extras, a key to understanding teen numbers.  
Working with the ten frame also readies children 
for the addition strategy make a ten taught in 
succeeding lessons.   

Red/Yellow 
counters 
 
Double Ten-Frame 
 

Show a 10 and 1 more with 
counters. What is 10 and 2 more? 
What is 10 and 3 more? How do 
10’s help us add quickly? 

Ten Frame, sum, 
add 10, order of 
addends 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
can solve 10 + 6. 

3.8 Hands On • 
Make a 10 to 
Add 

1.OA.6 
MP 2 
MP 5 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

How do you use 
the make a ten 
strategy to add? 

The strategy of making ten helps children 
decompose and compose numbers to simplify 
addition.   

Red/Yellow 
counters, or 
2 colors unifix 
cubes, or 2 
different foam 
shapes, etc. 

Ask students to represent all the 
different addition facts for 10. 
 
What do you notice about these 
facts? (Doubles, related facts, 
number in the 1st addend increase 

Make a ten, 
Compose, 
Decompose 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
would use the make a 
ten strategy to solve 5 
+ 7. 
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Number Line to 20 

and number in the 2nd addend 
decrease.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.9 Use Make a 
10 to Add 

1.OA.6 
MP 2 
MP 4 
 
Companion 
Pg. 47 

How can you make 
a ten to help you 
add? 

In this lesson, guide children to accurately describe 
the strategies that can be used to add within 20.  
Use questions such as, “What strategies can you 
use to find each sum?” and “Would you use the 
same strategy for all the facts?” 

Red/Yellow 
counters, or 
2 colors unifix 
cubes, or 2 
different foam 
shapes, etc. 

Show students 7 counters. Ask 
how many more do I need to make 
10? How do you know? Show 
6,3,1,etc… ask the same focusing 
questions for each. 

Make a ten, sum Draw to explain how 
you would make a ten 
to find 5 + 8. 

3.10 Hands On: 
Algebra • Add 
3 Numbers 

1.OA.3 
MP 3 
 
Companion 
Pg. 40 

How can you add 
three addends? 

This lesson addresses the Associative Property of 
Addition.  This property states that when you add 
three or more numbers, you can group the 
addends in any way without changing the sums.  
Using the Associative Property provides an 
excellent opportunity for children to apply a 
variety of addition strategies.  Encourage children 
to analyze the addends to determine which two 
might make sense to add together first. 

Counters or Unifix 
cubes 
 
Double-Ten Frame  
 
Addition Sentence 
Mat 
 
Number Line to 20 
 

What are two other ways to write 
9 + 6? Why? How do you know? 
(Answer: 9 + 1 + 5 or 10 + 5 
 

Compose, 
Decompose 
 
Strategies: 
Doubles 
Doubles Plus One 
Doubles Minus 
One 
Making Ten 
Counting On 
Addition 
Properties:  
Commutative 
Property 
Associative 
Property 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
can find the sum for 3 
+ 5 + 7. 

3.11 Algebra • Add 
3 Numbers 

1.OA.3 
MP 3 
MP 8 
 
Companion 
Pg. 40 

How can you 
group numbers to 
add three 
addends? 

This lesson on the Associative Property of Addition 
now has children making their own choice of 
which two addends they will add first.  Children 
must analyze the problem by looking for 
relationships between two of the three addends.  
Children become active learners when they 
thinking about the mathematics involved in 
choosing a strategy and in explaining their solution 
process.   

Unifix cubes, 
counters 
 
Double-Ten Frame 
 
Addition Sentence 
Mat 
 
Number Line to 20 
 

Write 3 + 4 + 6 on the board.  
Encourage students to consider 
the addition strategies they have 
learned and find all the various 
ways they can add these 3 
addends.   
 
Which numbers did you decide to 
add first? Why? Which strategy 
does that connect to? 
 
Why is the sum the same no 
matter which strategy you use? 

Compose, 
Decompose 
 
Strategies: 
Doubles 
Doubles Plus One 
Doubles Minus 
One 
Making Ten 
Counting On 
Addition 
Properties:  
Commutative 
Property 
Associative 
Property 

Use pictures or words 
to explain how you 
would find 6 + 4 + 4. 

3.12 Problem 
Solving • Use 
Addition 
Strategies 

1.OA.2 
MP 1 
MP 2 
MP 4 
 

How do you solve 
addition word 
problems by 
drawing a picture? 

Encourage children to use a picture they are 
comfortable using and that makes sense to them.  
Make sure they understand that any simple 
drawing will do. 

Unifix cubes, 
counters 
 
Double-Ten Frame 
 

How does drawing a picture help 
you solve a problem or “story”? 
What should you include in your 
drawing? What can you leave out 
of a drawing (items not 
important?) 

__more, order of 
addends 

Draw a picture to 
show how you would 
solve this problem: 
Jeb has 4 large rocks, 
4 medium rocks, and 7 
small rocks.  How 
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DRAFT 
 

Companion 
Pg. 38 

Addition Sentence 
Mat 
 
Number Line to 20 
 

 many rocks does Jeb 
have? 
Write a number 
sentence. 

Assessments:  
 Go Math Chapter 3 Test 
**Common Assignment Critical Area Performance Task: Let’s Help Chen Add! 
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